III. 3. What made the king cry aloud?

A) When the falcon repeatedly upset the cup of liquid, the king became furious and chopped off the wings of the falcon. The falcon cried in pain and she indicated a viper snake whose poison was dripping from the leaves. The liquid that the king filled in cup was the poison of the snake. The bird died as soon as the king reached his tent. The king was very remorseful for cutting off the wings of his loyal and beloved falcon. His rods on his horse and returned to his fist. As soon as the king reached the camp and sat comfortably the falcon, which was bearing the pain till then, succumbed to death, the king repented for his hasty decision and creed aloud for losing his faithful companion who saved his life.
4. How did the falcon prove himself a faithful companion of the king?

A) The falcon was a faithful companion of the king. He took her wherever he went. She always was his hunting companion. When the gazelle escaped from the tap of the king set out to hunt the gazelle back taking the oath that he would not return till he hunted it. The falcon, the kings hunting mate, flew high up the traced the feeling gazelle and killed it. When the falcon upset the cup of liquid repeatedly, the angry king chopped off her wings. The crying falcon indicated him a viper on the tree whose poison was dripping from the leaves. The king realized that the falcon was trying to save him from drinking the poison of the snake. When the remorseful king returned back to his tent, the wounded falcon accompanied him sitting on his fist. When the king sat comfortably in his tent, the falcon which was bearing the pain till then, suddenly gasped and succumbed to death thus remained a loyal companion till her last breath.